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Solutions for your bathroom window: forget mildew
and welcome privacy.
.
When it comes to decorating your home, the hardest room can be the bathroom.
Picking a window treatment for this area can be tricky: you’re working with a moistureladen space and have privacy needs.
Don’t be scared.
When you know the tricks of the trade, finding the perfect window treatment for your bathroom
doesn’t have to be difficult. In this article, we’ll show you how to treat a bathroom window.
Shutters:
Shutters are a great option for the bathroom because they provide privacy without sacrificing light
and are easy to clean. When choosing shutters for the bathroom, be sure to use a faux-wood option
(real wood can warp in humid environments). A great choice? Hunter Douglas Palm Beach™ polysatin shutters. These shutters are guaranteed to never warp, chip, crack, or fade even in extreme temperatures.
Blinds:
Like shutters, blinds are great in bathrooms. However, I recommend avoiding the metal or plastic varieties: they collect
dust and can be difficult to clean. (Besides, they’re not that
pleasing to look at.) Instead, try a wood composite or fauxwood blind. I recommend EverWood® X-tra blinds because
they don’t warp and are extremely easy to clean. You can
throw them in a tub of soapy water if you have time, or you
can use a static duster or window cleaner to spruce them up.
In addition, with blinds it’s easy to control your light and
privacy: simply adjust the angle they sit at and you’re good
to go.
Curtains:
You might think I’m crazy for suggesting curtains for a
bathroom, but hear me out. These days, there are countless fabrics made with mold resistant, mildew resistant, and
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anti-fungal fabrics. So, you can finally hang curtains in your bathroom without worrying about them!
Simply throw them in the wash to clean and pull them shut for privacy and you’re set.
Choosing window treatments for your bathroom doesn’t need to be a chore. With the wide variety of
shutters, blinds, and anti-fungal curtains currently on the market you literally have thousands of
options to choose from.
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